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Secret Tips, Tricks &  
   Tweaks for Stunning 
Photos of Your Dog

Using Your iPhone
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We’ve all taken pictures and exclaimed, “Dag-nab-bit, if only the sun had been brighter (or 
darker) this would have been a perfect picture!” 

Maybe you didn’t think “Dag-nab-it” but you did see a glimmer of great in the photo and it 
was frustrating to feel you JUST missed it. Lets learn how to release that perfection!

Taking Good Pictures Up A Notch To GREAT!
Tips and tricks for turning ok pics into absolutely fabulous photographs!

Photo Magic Works On...

Photo magic works best on images that fall 
under the following parameters...

 ◦ A Bit Too Dark
 ◦ A Little Too Bright
 ◦ Dull Color
 ◦ A Bit Blurry (Tough One)
 ◦ Too Much Background
 ◦ Not Enough Background
 ◦ Boring
 ◦ Busy

Any photo that is good except for one or 
two misses is worth working on a bit. If you 
are already adept using Photoshop or any 

photo editing program, good for you, but 
keep reading in case you pick up a tip you 
didn’t know.

If you are not using an iPhone, many of the 
tips will apply, just convert them for your 
system.

1st Bliss Tip! Delete, Delete, Delete

While we may be able to work magic on 
photos, it’s good to know what needs to just 
be deleted. If you can train yourself to be 
relentless and delete the first time you go 
through a group of images it will serve you 
well.
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Where To Start?
Let’s do a quick run-through of your iPhone’s settings. This 
info is based on the most up-to-date settings, 12.1.4, at the 
time of writing this article. 

Ready, Set, Go To Settings

Tap on the Settings icon on your home screen. From there 
you can tweak settings like a pro.

Grid: Turn the Grid we talked about last week that divides 
the screen into thirds (9 squares) on or off.

Scan QR Codes: QR Codes are used as shortcut URLs.

Record Video & Record Slo-Mo: Choose your setting.

Formats: HEIF/HEVC High Efficiency or Most Compatible. 
Photos saved in HEIF are about half the size of jpegs, and 
better quality. Apple is going all in on HEIF, but it’s not 100%.

Smart HDR: HDR takes lots of photos at different 
exposures and combines them to give you the best one.

Keep Normal Photo: Allows you to also keep the normally 
exposed photo from the HDR group.

Bliss Tip! Suggested Settings
 ◦ Turn GRID on and see if you like it or not.
 ◦ Turn Scan QR Codes Off unless you need it.
 ◦ Leave video at default for now.
 ◦ Formats - Go with Most Compatible for now unless you 

are an early adopter and want to experiment with HEIF.
 ◦ Smart HDR - Turn On
 ◦ Keep Normal Photo - Turn on if you have plenty of room 

on your iPhone and are good about uploading photos and 
clearing your storage regularly. 

Quick Bliss Tip! Set your iPhone camera 
to shoot in Square (if your pics are most-
ly for social media) or Portrait Mode or 
any preferred setting as the default.

Under Settings>Camera>Preserve Settings 
you can choose your last-used Camera 
Mode as your Preferred Mode.
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Our #1 Most Brilliant 
iPhone Picture 
Taking Tip

Use the Auto-Focus feature

As you are focusing your photo, tap on the most 
important part, probably your dog’s face. Your 
iPhone automatically sets that spot as the focus. 
A yellow square with a starburst will appear (see 
left). You may have to tap more than once to 
keep the focus.

But wait there’s MORE. You can also lighten or 
darken your photo (aka set the exposure) by 
sliding your finger up, to lighten, or down to 
darken as you focus. 
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The Actual Camera Layout
Turn on your camera and let’s go through the various 
functions you choose before you take any pictures.

FLASH: Turn On or Off (Yellow Circle). For most pet 
photos try not to use the Flash. Keep the red-eyed 
monsters away!

Live Photos: Tap the Live Photos button (Pink Circle). 
A Live Photo captures 1.5 seconds of video and audio 
before and after you press take a photo. You get a 
jpeg and a 3 second video blip. People either love this 
feature or turn it off. 

Timer: Set the timer (green circle right) to 3 or 10 
seconds and hop into the picture. 

Front-facing camera: To take a selfie, tap the front-
facing camera button (bright blue circle). 

Burst: If your dog is extra wiggly or high-energy, Burst 
Mode may be fun! Just tap and press hard the shutter 
button (white button with mid-blue circle). 

Burst mode takes multiple photos in quick succession 
so that you have a prayer of getting one good one. Be 
sure and delete any you don’t need or you will suck up 
all your storage FAST.

Zoom: Zoom/telephoto can be useful occasionally, but 
use it sparingly, as you lose image quality. 

iPhone Camera Photo & Video Options

Right above the white shutter button are your choices 
for image capturing, photo and video.

Photo (default) takes regular rectangular photos.

Square shoots square photos - best for Instagram, 
Facebook, etc.

Pano mode is for super-wide panoramic shots, like 
landscape pictures or fancy pictures of skylines.  To 
use Pano hold your iPhone in portrait position and 
tap the shutter button. Then move your phone across 
what you want a picture of in the direction of the 
arrow. Keep elbows at side to keep from jiggling.

We’ll skim over video settings, but 
here is the quick scoop.

Video records shorter videos.

Slo-Mo mode records slow-motion 
video.

Time-Lapse mode creates sped-up 
video footage. 
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Our Other #1 Most Glorious 
iPhone Picture Taking Tip
Make Friends With Portrait Mode

This soon-to-be-your-fave picture taking go-to allows you to 
create oh-so professional blurred background, bokeh effects 
with your iPhone. This incredible iPhone 

camera feature allows you to 
blur the background in your 

photos. Now you can snap 
portraits with the artfully 

blurred background  (like this 
Dogue de Bordeaux)that used 

to take high-end camera, 
lenses and a lot of training to 

achieve.

There are also several lighting 
options to choose from, but 

you can  go with Natural and 
Studio to start and get great 

effects.

There are a few caveats. You 
need to be between 2 to 8 

feet from your subject. Plus, 
you need to shoot with plenty 

of light. 

With a bit of practice you’ll 
be taking professional quality 

photos FAST.

Of course, you can edit 
Portrait Mode images AFTER 
you have taken them. Apple 
has a hysterical commercial 

about this feature, it is worth 
watching - check it out here. 
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And there’s MORE…

Portrait Mode 
Lighting Options 
 ◦ Natural Lighting is your current lighting

 ◦ Studio Light brightens the face

 ◦ Contour Light makes more contrast - 

darker shadows and lighter light areas 

for more pop

 ◦ Stage Light makes the background 

virtually black

 ◦ Stage Light Mono makes Stage Light 

black and white

Portrait Mode is a relatively new option for 
our iPhones and you may need to tweak the 
results. Future updates will fix any inherent 
flaws, of course.

You are also able to adjust the Portrait Mode 
effects after you take the photos. The very 
best way to learn these effects is to play 
with your photographs in the iPhone and 
see what works for you.

Portrait Mode is best for...wait for it...
PORTRAITS! Of course, it is perfect for 
getting that perfect selfie. 

Portrait Mode is ideal for shots of inanimate 
objects, like the Boho Boxes below. I shot 
that picture with my iPhone X Max using 
Portrait Mode and Studio Lighting.
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Editing Photos In The Camera
This is where the magic begins. If you have explored filters on your 
iPhone or even Instagram or Snapchat, you’ll be familiar with what all 
you can do to an image.

First, save a copy of your pictures into iCloud or computer. Then you 
can experiment with photos on your iPhone and get a feel for it all. 
Let’s jump right in!

LIVE Photo: You can choose any of the photos as the Key Photo. 
Choose using the slider as shown. 

Auto-enhance: Auto-enhance (the magic wand in the pink circle) 
improves your picture’s exposure, contrast, saturation and more with 
one tap. It’s fast and usually spot-on. You can always start here and 
Revert (undo). There is no shame is tapping every image with Auto-
enhance to start.

This is a photo 
of Ska∂i, our 3/4 
Leonberger and 1/4 
Great Pyrenees girl 
who loves having 
her picture taken. 
Brrr! It was actually 
below zero when I 
snapped this one.

Built-In Filters:  Tap to experiment with your iPhone’s built-in photo filters.  Depending on 
the photos, the built-in filters can be just the pop you need. Again, the best way is to play 
with them a bit on your own photos.  I liked Vivid best of Ska∂’s picture.
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Your Darkroom In Your iPhone
You have all the power of an actual photography darkroom in 
your iPhone. With one tap you can access the ability to change 
the results of your photoshoot. Now that’s powerful! 

Tap Light, Color, or B&W to get started. To open up ALL the 
options tap the menu icon that looks like three bullet points. 
You can access all the individual settings and tools from there. 

Look at all you can do! Lighting Options

Use the slider to make the image darker or lighter. iPhone uses 
its genius to select what it determines are the best options for 
you. Slide the bar back and forth to get the look you want.
I lightened Ska∂i’s photo a lot (see below).
To go deeper tap the three dots with lines (menu icon) and 
you’ll see the aspects that make up lighting.

 ◦ Brilliance - amps up or pulls back the details
 ◦ Exposure - Brightens or darkens overall
 ◦ Highlights - Tweaks details in bright part
 ◦ Shadows - Tweaks details in dark part
 ◦ Brightness - Brightens/darkens overall
 ◦ Contrast - Gives more or less contrast
 ◦ Black Point - Picks the darkest spot in image

Color Options

Use the slider to select the options that pops 
without being garish. For more tap menu icon 
to see individual options.

 ◦ Saturation - Adjusts vibrance or intensity
 ◦ Contrast- Makes difference in colors more 

pronounced
 ◦ Cast - Warms (orange) or cools (blue)

B&W Options

 ◦ Intensity - Darkens the dark areas and 
lightens the light

 ◦ Neutrals - Lightens or darkens the grays
 ◦ Tone - Amplifies contrast
 ◦ Grain - Controls the film grain look
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You’ve just had a crash course 
in how to get the most out 
of your iPhone’s camera. 
Now you’ll be able to stun 
and dazzle everyone on your 
social media circle with your 
almost pro-level photography 
skills.

Plus, you’ll be able to use 
your photos for several of the 
Friday Freebie crafty projects 
that are scheduled. 

Holiday cards, stationary, 
anything that needs a picture, 
you’ll have your own dog’s 
image to use! Enjoy!


